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Abstract

The paper presents the application of a discrete element technique for the study of the plane strain problem
of the interaction between a moving ice sheet and a ~exible stationary structure[ The discrete element
technique accounts for the generation of failure within an initially intact ice sheet[ The failure of the ice
corresponds to situations where the ice can exhibit combinations of brittle fragmentation and viscoplastic
~ow[ The modelling also accounts for size dependency in the strength of the ice after fragmentation[
The inter!fragment interactions are modelled by non!linear constraints which includes Coulomb frictional
behaviour[ The computational scheme is used to evaluate the time history of the average contact stresses
and the distribution of local contact stresses at the iceÐstructure interface in the fragmentation zone[ Þ 0888
Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[
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0[ Introduction

The dynamic interaction between a moving ice sheet and a stationary structure is a very complex
process which is governed by a number of factors including the constitutive behaviour of the ice\
the con_guration and ~exibility of the structure\ the contact conditions at the iceÐstructure inter!
face\ the speed of movement of the ice sheet and spatial distributions of the geometric features of
an ice sheet which can include pressure ridges\ brine inclusions and other inhomogeneities and the
evolutionary history of the ice sheet[ The consideration of all the above factors in a dynamic iceÐ
structure interaction scenario is a di.cult exercise[ As a result\ the modelling of an iceÐstructure
interaction had evolved along several distinct lines[ In the most elementary of these treatments\
the iceÐstructure system is represented by analogue models "e[g[ Matlock et al[\ 0860^ Eranti et al[\
0870^ Sodhi and Nakazawa\ 0889^ Eranti\ 0881#[ The elements of analogues or the analogue models
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can include springs\ dashpots\ non!linear friction elements and masses to represent the various
aspects of the mechanical and physical variables in the interaction problem[ These representations\
although convenient from the point of view of computations\ lack the degree of uniqueness
necessary to accurately de_ne parameters associated with the modelling[ Furthermore\ these
elementary models are not altogether versatile in representing the speci_c processes associated with
ice failure and ridge!build up processes which are characteristic features of the persistent interaction
of moving ice sheets and stationary structures[ An improvement to these analogue models focuses
on the continuum representation of the mechanical behaviour of ice[ Such continuum modelling
has attracted a great deal of attention over the past two decades\ especially in relation to the
modelling of ice behaviour by appeal to continuum representations of elastic\ plastic\ creep\ damage
and viscoplastic phenomena "e[g[ Jellinek\ 0847^ Croasdale\ 0873^ Timco and Frederking\ 0873^
Nadreau and Michel\ 0875^ Hallam and Pickering\ 0877^ Blanchet\ 0877^ Karr and Choi\ 0878^
Joensuu and Riska\ 0878^ Jordaan and McKenna\ 0878^ Selvadurai and Au\ 0881^ Comfort et al[\
0881^ Jordaan and Xiao\ 0881^ Buck et al[\ 0883^ Nixon et al[\ 0883^ Selvadurai and Sepehr\ 0884#[
These continuum representations of ice behaviour have in turn been used to examine the iceÐ
structure interaction process[ A major drawback in the use of continuum descriptions of ice
behaviour is that the interaction takes place with the development of separate elastic\ plastic\
damage\ creep and viscoplastic zones which individually maintain their continuum character[ This
is very much at variance with the observations of full scale interactions between moving ice
sheets and stationary structures where the ice sheet experiences fragmentation and progressive
fragmentation during the persistent movement of an ice sheet against a structure "see e[g[ Je}eries
and Wright\ 0877^ Sanderson\ 0877#[ These processes are invariably absent in all constitutive
responses governed by continuum descriptions[

The continuum models\ even when extended to include large strain phenomena or even local!
ization phenomena\ will not adequately model brittle fragmentation\ crushing and large scale
movement of the ice fragments in the interaction zones[ The ability to model an ice sheet which
can accommodate a transition from an initially intact state to a fragmented transformed state is
recognized as an essential step towards a realistic simulation of the dynamic iceÐstructure inter!
action process[ A method of accommodating such a process is to consider the fragmentation of
the ice sheet during the interaction process[ Although the initiation and evolution of fragmentation
can be examined by utilizing computational methodologies based on _nite element and boundary
element schemes "e[g[\ Ingra}ea and Saouma\ 0873^ Ingra}ea\ 0876^ Selvadurai et al[\ 0882^
Selvadurai\ 0884^ Selvadurai and ten Busschen\ 0884#\ these developments have not advanced to
the point where the processes associated with fragment separation\ large scale fragment movement\
fragment interaction during large scale movement\ etc[\ can be examined without considerable
further research[

The capabilities for modelling fragment initiation from an initially continuum state\ large scale
fragment movement and the continued evolution of fragments are regarded as essential ingredients
for the successful modelling of processes which are observed in the vicinity of the iceÐstructure
interaction zone[ The application of discrete element modelling techniques to the study of iceÐ
structure interaction is therefore considered a useful methodology which can address the de_cienc!
ies associated with some of the methodologies proposed in the literature in iceÐstructures inter!
action[ Some earlier applications of discrete element techniques to the study of iceÐstructure
interaction are due to Hocking et al[ "0874a\ b\ 0876#\ Williams et al[ "0875# and Mustoe et al[
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"0876# who have examined the interaction of planar ice sheets with stationary structures[ The
discrete element procedures developed by these authors have the facility to accommodate a
transition from a continuum to a fragmented state through the application of relatively simple
criteria[ In addition\ the large scale movements and interactions of ice fragments are accommodated
through considerations of the dynamics of the fragments to which non!linear interactive constraints
can be assigned[

In this study the basic concepts and methodologies advocated in discrete element modelling
procedures are extended to examine the dynamic iceÐstructure interaction process[ The _rst
modi_cation relates to the introduction of the concept of viscoplastic failure in regions where the
state of stress is predominantly compressive and brittle fragmentation in regions where the stress
state is predominantly tensile[ Experimental observations tend to support such processes[ The
second aspect of the research introduces the concept of a size!dependent fragmentation stress[
Such size dependency is regarded as a characteristic feature in the fragment development in most
brittle geomaterials "e[g[\ Jahns\ 0855^ Bieniawski\ 0857^ Pratt et al[\ 0861#[

The present paper applies a discrete element procedure which includes viscoplasticity and size
dependency e}ects to the study of the interaction between a ~exible stationary structure and an
ice sheet of constant thickness which impacts the structure with a speci_ed velocity[ The results of
the computational modelling illustrate the fragment development from an originally intact ice\ the
fragment movement and continued fragmentation in regions of the fragmented ice mass[ The time
history of the average contact stresses and the distribution of local contact stresses developed at
the iceÐstructure contact zone are also presented[

1[ Constitutive modelling

The discrete element modelling of the iceÐstructure interaction process takes into consideration
the following constitutive responses] "i# the constitutive behaviour of the intact ice mass^ "ii# the
criteria for the initiation of fragmentation^ "iii# the responses characterizing interaction between
fragments^ and "iv# the deformability or ~exural characteristics of the structure[

1[0[ Constitutive behaviour of the intact ice

Intact ice can exhibit a variety of constitutive responses depending upon its origin[ Ice is a
strongly heterogeneous and anisotropic material\ the constitutive behaviour of which can be
described by elastic\ viscoelastic\ creep\ damage and viscoplastic components of mechanical
response[ Although the polycrystalline nature of ice in the granular scale contributes to the
anisotropic e}ects\ in the current study\ the constitutive behaviour of the ice is modelled by an
isotropic elasticÐviscoplastic model[

1[1[ Elastic behaviour

The rate form of the isotropic elastic constitutive model is given by

o¾e
ij �

s¾ ?ij
1G

¦
s¾ kk

8K
dij "0#
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where "=# denotes the time derivative\ s¾ ?ij is the stress deviator rate and G and K are\ respectively\
the linear elastic shear modulus and the bulk modulus[

1[2[ Viscoplastic behaviour

The viscoplastic model for ice\ represents material behaviour that is governed by yield criteria
in which time!dependent plastic deformation takes place if stress states associated with these yield
criteria are attained[ Viscoplastic ~ow can continue for all stress states which satisfy the yield
criteria[ The viscoplasticity model proposed by Perzyna "0855# has been successfully applied by a
number of investigators\ including Zienkiewicz and Cormeau "0863#\ Cormeau "0864# and Sel!
vadurai and Au "0881# for the computational modelling of a variety of geomaterials[ The vis!
coplastic strain rate is given by

o¾vp
ij � gðF"F#Ł

1F
1sij

"1#

where g is a ~uidity parameter\ F is the current yield function and F"F# is a ~ow function de_ned
by

ðF"F#Ł � F"F#^ if F − 9

ðF"F#Ł � 9^ if F ³ 9 "2#

The ~ow function F"F# is a material property which needs to be determined through experiments[
Two commonly used representations\ however\ are

F"F# � exp "M"F−F9#:F9#−0 "3#

and

F"F# � ""F−F9#:F9#N "4#

where M and N are constants and F9 is a uniaxial failure stress[
Similarly\ the yield function F needs to be determined by recourse to experiments[ In this study\

however\ attention is restricted to the MohrÐCoulomb yield function where

F �
I0

2
sin f¦zJ1 6cos U−0

0

z21 sin U sin f7−c cos f "5#

where

I0 � skk^ J1 � 0
1
s?ijs?ij^ J2 � 0

2
s?ijs?jks?ki

U � 0
2
sin−0 "−"2z2J2#:"1J2:1

1 ##^ "−p:5 ¾ U ¾ p:5#

f � angle of internal friction^ c � cohesion "6#

The yield behaviour in the tension range is truncated by incorporating a tension cut!o} sT[ In this
case the MohrÐCoulomb yield criterion is a three parameter model which is de_ned by c\ f and
sT[
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1[3[ Initiation of fra`mentation

Fragmentation\ as opposed to yielding\ involves the process of breakage of intact ice[ The mode
of fragment development is largely dependent on the state of stress within an intact ice region[ It
is reasonable to assume that states of stress in which the tensile stresses dominate are more
susceptible to fragment development[ In an intact ice region\ processes which initiate fragment
development are directly related to the strength parameters associated with the attainment of peak
strength[ The principal stresses and their orientations within each element can be evaluated during
the stress analysis procedure[ The attainment of either a critical compressive strength or a tensile
strength can be assumed for the initiation of fragment development[

1[4[ Fra`ment initiation in compression

The process of fragment development during compressive shear failure is prescribed by con!
sidering the MohrÐCoulomb criterion[ This criterion can be written in terms of the principal
stresses in the form

s0 − sc¦s2 tan1 "34¦f:1# "7#

where sc is the uncon_ned strength in compression\ f is the angle of internal friction and s0 and
s2 are\ respectively\ the maximum and minimum principal stresses[ The uncon_ned compressive
strength sc is related to the shear strength parameters c and f associated with the MohrÐCoulomb
failure criterion according to

sc � 1c""tan1 f¦0#0:1¦tan f# "8#

For the compression failure mode there are two possible conjugate orientations of fragmentation
inclined at equal angles "p:1−f:1# to the direction of the stress on either side of it[ In two
dimensions\ these are de_ned by

u � tan−0 6
"s0−sxx#

sxy 720
p

3
−

f

11 "09#

where u is the angle between the fragmentation plane and the positive global axis\ sxx is the x!
component of the stress tensor and sxy is the shear component of the stress tensor[ In the
computational modelling\ the sign of the second term on the right!hand!side of "09# is determined
by using a random number generator[ This allows for the development of a relatively random
fragmentation pattern as a series of elements experience fragmentation[

1[5[ Fra`ment initiation in tension

The tensile fragmentation criterion assumes that the material will fragment when the minimum
principal stress s2 reaches the tensile strength of the material\ sT "note that the tensile stresses are
considered negative#[ For two dimensions\ the criterion can be written as

s2 − sT "00#

The orientation of the fragmentation plane is given by
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u � tan−0 6
s0−sxx

sxy 7 "01#

where u is the angle between the fragmentation plane and the positive global x!axis[ In this case\
the u!direction is aligned with the maximum principal stress direction[ This type of modelling
attempts to account for the limits to the tensile yield region in the ice which manifests as a result
of defects within the material[ The methodology originates from rock mechanics applications "e[g[\
Jaeger\ 0856^ Hobbs\ 0856^ Jaeger and Cook\ 0865^ Goodman\ 0879# and the tensile zone failure
is limited by brittle fragmentation[ If tensile fragmentation is to occur in a region which has
experienced viscoplastic ~ow in compression and post peak softening\ the value of sT is replaced
by its residual value\ sTr[

1[6[ Viscoplastic ~ow vs fra`mentation

In the previous section we have described the separate processes and criteria which govern the
initiation of either viscoplastic ~ow or fragment development in the intact ice[ During the iceÐ
structure interaction process\ both processes can occur within various regions of the ice sheet[
From the computational point of view\ the criterion which initiates fragmentation ðeqns "7# and
"00#Ł\ could be structured to initiate either process[ Experimental observations on both ice and
other geomaterials "Jaeger and Cook\ 0865^ Sanderson\ 0877#\ however\ tend to support the
postulate that the processes of brittle fragmentation would occur in regions where the stress state
is predominantly tensile and viscoplastic ~ow would occur in regions where the state of stress is
predominantly compressive[ Such an assumption would enable the utilization of the same failure
criteria for describing both the initiation of viscoplastic ~ow in the compression range and frag!
mentation in the tensile range[ The consideration of distinct stress states which will initiate either
viscoplastic ~ow or fragment development can be ascertained only by appeal to experimentation[
In this study\ fragment development and failure initiation for viscoplastic ~ow are described by
the MohrÐCoulomb criterion speci_ed in terms of c and f[ In the computational schemes two
types of responses of the ice are adopted^ these are described in the following]

"i# In the _rst model\ it is assumed that the intact ice will experience brittle fragmentation in both
tensile and compressive modes for all choices of s0 and s2^

"ii# In the second model it is assumed that the intact ice will experience brittle fragmentation only
for situations where either a single principal stress component or both are in the tensile mode
and viscoplastic ~ow will occur only for stress states involving purely compressive stress states
for both principal stresses[ In the case where viscoplastic ~ow occurs _rst\ there is provision for
subsequent brittle fragmentation in tension[ This subsequent fragmentation will be governed by
the prescribed strength characteristics of the ice[

1[7[ Fra`ment interaction responses

The interaction between ice fragments is characterized by normal "n# and shear "s# interaction
responses which relate the normal and shear inter!fragment forces to the respective di}erential
displacements at the contacting surfaces[ In general\ these relationships can have non!linear
responses characterized by elastic!non!linear irreversible phenomena "e[g[ Selvadurai and Boulon\
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0884#[ The simplest inter!fragment interactive response assumes that the incremental change in the
contact force between two contacting planes is given by a sti}ness relationship of the form

dFi � kj"du0
i −du1

i # "02#

where i � n\ s and dFi are the incremental changes in the contact force per unit length between the
contacting planes\ du0

i and du1
i are displacement increments at the contact plane between regions

"0# and "1# and kj are sti}ness coe.cients de_ned in the normal and shear directions of the average
plane of orientation at the point of contact[ The sti}nesses themselves can be a function of the
di}erential displacements "du0

i −du1
i #[ The simplest form of an inter!fragment contact response is

de_ned by elastic sti}ness values which can be derived from the theory of Hertzian contact between
plane bodies[ An elastoÐplastic interface relationship can be constructed\ particularly to account
for the shear behaviour at the contact region between fragments[ With material such as fragmented
ice\ the inter!fragment shear behaviour can exhibit a wide range of responses which could include
dilatant friction\ Coulomb friction and adhesion which will be temperature\ rate and ice!type
dependent[ In this study\ the generated inter!fragment shear behaviour is characterized by a
Coulomb friction "mf# and an adhesion "cf# based limiting value in the shear behaviour[

For this response\

ks � k�s^ =dts = ³ cf¦mfsn "03#

ks � 9^ =dts = � cf¦mfsn "04#

where mf is the coe.cient of inter!fragment friction\ cf is the inter!fragment adhesion\ ts is the inter!
fragment shear and sn is the inter!fragment normal stress[ The interaction response in the normal
direction\ is assumed to be elastic\ provided the contact force between fragments is compressive[
The interactive sti}ness will vanish when the fragments separate\ i[e[

kn � k�n^ dsn ¾ 9 "05#

kn � ks � 9^ dsn × 9 "06#

1[8[ Size dependency of stren`th

Polycrystalline geomaterials\ such as ice and rock\ are composed of crystals and grains in a
fabric that can include defects such as cracks and _ssures[ When the size of a specimen is small\
such that only relatively few defects are present\ failure is forced to involve new crack initiation
and growth\ whereas a material loaded through a larger volume will encounter pre!existing ~aws
at critical locations[ Thus\ the material strength can be size!dependent[ In particular\ brittle
geomaterials such as coal\ granitic rocks and shale exhibit the greatest degree of size dependency^
the ratio of laboratory to _eld strengths sometimes attaining values in excess of 09[ Some limited
but de_nitive studies have been made to examine the in~uence of size e}ects on the strength over
a broad range of specimen sizes[ Bieniawski "0857# reported tests on prismatic in situ coal specimens
measuring up to 0[5×0[5×0[9 m[ Results of tests conducted by Jahns "0855# on cubical specimens
of calcareous iron ore and tests conducted by Pratt et al[ "0861# on _ssured quartz diorite also
support the size!dependency hypothesis[ Available data from these investigations are insu.cient
to provide a conclusive recommendation valid for a variety of polycrystalline materials^ however\
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Fig[ 0[ Size dependency on the tensile and fracture strength of ice] experimental data[

these results generally indicate that there is a limiting size beyond which larger specimens exhibit
no further decrease in strength[ Figure 0 illustrates the relationship between the tensile strength of
ice and the larger specimen edge length\ which is derived from experimental results available in the
literature "Fleet Technology\ 0885#[ As is evident\ the tensile strength of ice "sT# increases with
progressively smaller specimen size con_rming the size dependency of ice strength[

If size dependency "i[e[ a form of size dependency relationship which leads to a signi_cant
increase in strength as the size of the fragment decreases# is not accounted for in the computational
modelling\ the fragmentation process can proceed inde_nitely until the size of the fragments will
result in the continual reduction of the time increments in the computational scheme necessary for
its stability and convergence^ this process will e}ectively terminate the computational procedure[
The relationship shown in Fig[ 0 is thus modi_ed in order to limit the fragment size development[
In these computational developments it is assumed that the tensile as well as the shear strength
parameters of ice will increase exponentially "similar to the results on the rock specimens reported
in the literature# as the specimen size falls below a certain edge length "in this study this edge length
is limited to 9[1 m#[ The analysis\ however\ is not restricted to this value of the edge length[ This
particular value is adopted primarily to illustrate the processes involved and to examine the
e}ectiveness of the approach[ Given su.cient computing resources\ this value can be further
reduced[ In the two!dimensional plane strain modelling\ the edge length of a fragment is de_ned
in relation to the diameter of a circle of equivalent area[ The modi_ed forms of the size dependency
relationships are shown in Fig[ 1"a# and "b#[ The imposed limitation is necessary in order to limit
the excessive demand for computing time required to examine iceÐstructure interaction problems
even with a relatively coarse initial descretization of the ice sheet con_guration[ The shear strength
parameters of ice "c\ f#\ are\ however\ assumed to remain constant at a prescribed reduced specimen
size since there is insu.cient data to postulate a conclusive relationship for size dependency of ice
in compression[
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Fig[ 1[ Modi_ed size dependency relationship for strength of ice] "a# Tensile strength^ "b# compressive strength[
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2[ Computational aspects

The discrete element approach which includes a transformation of an initially continuum region
to a fragmented state involves a sophisticated computational scheme which has many facets[ There
are two aspects of the computational scheme which merit further discussion\ purely because these
procedures have a bearing on the accuracy and e.ciency of the solution algorithm[ The principal
computational aspects associated with the discrete element modelling of a fragmentable viscoplastic
material basically involved two components] these are

"a# the procedures used to examine the non!linear material phenomena such as a viscoplasticity
and non!linear inter!fragment interaction and

"b# the procedures used in the solution of the dynamic equations of motion associated with the
entire system of interacting fragments\ intact continuum regions and structural components[

2[0[ Computational procedures for viscoplasticity

The computational procedures for viscoplasticity are well documented in a number of articles
including those by Zienkiewicz and Cormeau "0863# and Owen and Hinton "0879#[ Brie~y\ the
viscoplastic strain increment at time interval Dtn � "tn¦0−tn# can be obtained via a scheme given
by

"Dovp#n � Dtn""0−V#"o¾vp#n¦V"o¾vp#n¦0# "07#

where V takes the following value depending upon the integration scheme]

V � 9\ fully explicit^ V � 0\ fully implicit^ V � 0:1\ CrankÐNicholson "08#

The incremental stress at the iteration n can be given in the form

"Ds#n � ðD−0¦V"Dtn#HnŁ−0"ðBŁn"Dd#n−"o¾vp#n"Dtn## "19#

where

"Do#n � ðBŁn"Dd#n "10#

"Dovp#n � "o¾vp#n"Dtn#−"V"Dtn#"H#n#"Ds#n "11#

"H#n � 0
1o¾vp

1s 1n

"12#

and D is the elasticity matrix given by

s¾ � Do¾e "13#

During a time increment "Dtn#\ the incremental equation of equilibrium to be satis_ed at any time
tn\ take the integral form

gv

ðBŁTn "Ds#n dv¦"Df#n � 9 "14#
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where "Df#n is the vector of applied incremental forces during "Dtn#[ The incremental displacement
occurring during time increment "Dtn# can be obtained in the form

"Dd#n � ðKTŁ−0
n gv

ðBŁTn ðD−0¦"C#nŁ−0"o¾vp#n"Dtn#dv¦"Df#n "15#

and

ðKTŁn � gv

ðBŁTn ðD−0¦"C#nŁ−0 ðBŁn dv "16a#

where

"C#n � V"Dt#n"H#n "16b#

The displacement increments\ back substituted into "19# gives the stress increments "Ds#n]

"Ds#n � DðB"Dd#n−"o¾vp#n"Dt#nŁ "17#

Also\

"s#n¦0 � "s#n¦"Ds#n

"d#n¦0 � "d#n¦"Dd#n

"ovp#n¦0 � "ovp#n¦"Dovp#n "18#

The evaluated stress increment "Ds#n is based on a linearized version of the equilibrium equations
in integral form[ Hence\ the total stresses given by "s# will not exactly satisfy the complete equations
of equilibrium[ The incorporation of an out!of!balance or residual force C in each cycle will
minimize the error\ i[e[

"C#n¦0 � gv

ðBŁTn¦0"s#n¦0 dv¦"f#n¦0 � 9 "29#

This residual force is then added to the applied force increment at the subsequent step[
The time integration scheme is unconditionally stable if V − 0:1^ i[e[ the procedure is numerically

stable but does not ensure accuracy of the solution[ Consequently\ even for values of V − 0:1\
limits must be imposed on the selection of the time step to achieve a valid solution[ For vis!
coplasticity problems which are based on an associative ~ow rule "Q � F#^ a linear ~ow function
for F"F# � F and if F is described by the MohrÐCoulomb yield criterion\ the recommended limit
"see e[g[ Zienkiewicz and Cormeau\ 0863# for the time increment is

Dt ¾
3"0−n#"0−1n#F9

g"0−1n¦sin1 f#E
"20#

where F9 is the equivalent uniaxial yield stress "c cos f# and E is Young|s modulus[
The solution algorithm for viscoplastic materials experiencing dynamic e}ects is fully described

in the literature in computational mechanics[ The change in the displacement associated with the
viscoplastic strain is
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Dd � K−0"Ð"BTD dovpDV¦Df# "21#

where Df represents the change in load during the time interval Dt[ The resulting stress change is

Ds � D"BDd−Dt dovp# "22#

The updated stress matrix after the increment of time Dt is

s"0# � s"�#¦Ds "23#

where s"�# is the initial stress matrix[ After n time steps\ the stress state is given by

s"n¦0# � s"n#¦Ds"n# "24#

These procedures are standard "Owen and Hinton\ 0879# where Do is treated as in the method of
initial strains[ The procedure can be continued until the required duration of the simulation is
achieved[

2[1[ Computational procedures for the discrete element method

The basic concept of the discrete element method involves the solution of the dynamic equations
of equilibrium for the intact continuum and for all fragments in the system[ For each discrete
element\ the dynamic equilibrium equations can be written in the form

ðMŁ 6
d1

dt1
ðuŁ7¦ðCŁ 6

d
dt

ðuŁ7¦ðKŁ"u# � "f# "25#

where "u# is the displacement^ "f# is the force^ ðMŁ\ ðCŁ and ðKŁ are\ respectively\ mass\ damping
and sti}ness matrices[ The solution of the dynamic equations of equilibrium is constrained by] "i#
incrementally non!linear material phenomena occurring within the non!linear regions^ "ii# non!
linear interactive phenomena at the boundaries of fragments^ "iii# non!linear constraints concerning
contact:separation at fragment boundaries^ and "iv# non!linear constraints concerning fragment
evolution[

The algorithms for the solution of the equations take advantage of a modal decomposition
approach which presents certain advantages in the explicit formulation of the discretized forms of
the governing equations\ i[e[

6
d1

dt1
ðuŁ7n

� ðMŁ−0 $"f#n−ðCŁ 6
d
dt

ðuŁn−0:1−ðKŁ"u#n7% "26#

and

6
d
dt

ðuŁ7n¦0:1

� 6
d
dt

ðuŁ7n−0:1

¦6
d1

dt1
ðuŁ7n

"Dt# "27#

"u#n¦0:1 � "u#n¦6
d
dt

ðuŁ7n¦0:1

"Dt# "28#

where Dt is the time increment and the subscripts denote the time step number[ In the explicit
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algorithm\ the equations of motion are integrated separately using an explicit central technique[
The stability condition for the time increment Dt\ which employs an explicit!explicit partition
"applicable to linear systems#\ takes the form

Dt ¾ 1""0¦D	1#0:1−D	#:vmax "39#

where vmax is the maximum frequency of the combined system involving both rigid body motion
and deformability of the system^ and D	 is the fraction of critical damping at vmax[

Other stability criteria have been proposed in the literature on computational methods for
transient dynamic analysis^ these include

Dt ¾ 1:vmax "30#

and

Dt ¾ hL 0
r"0¦n#"0−1n#

E"0−n# 1
0:1

"31#

where h is a coe.cient which depends on the element type used and L is the smallest length between
any two nodes[ This constraint is found to be suitable for application to non!linear systems[

3[ IceÐstructure interaction modelling

We apply the discrete element method which incorporates the aspects described previously to
examine the interaction between a stationary ~exible structure and an ice sheet moving at a
constant speed[ The computations are conducted only for speci_c choices of the constitutive
behaviour of the ice sheet which is governed by the viscoplastic and fragmentation responses[

3[0[ Modellin` of structural response

The stationary\ ~exible structure is a cantilever which has a height of 19 m and a width of 0[7
m[ The structure is modelled by elastic beam bending elements which exhibit a state of plane strain[
The structural properties are indicated in Table 0[ The ~uidÐstructure interaction aspects of the
structural response are not accounted for in the discrete element analysis[ The region of the
structure initially in contact with the ice sheet and subsequently in contact with the ice fragments\
is modelled by a thin layer of zero!tension material elements[ This ensures that the contact between
the ice and the structure is always unilateral and does not experience tensile tractions at any
location of the contact region during the iceÐstructure interaction process[ During compression\
however\ the interface will exhibit frictional characteristics which are assumed to be approximately
equal to the iceÐfragment contact responses[ The structural parameters used in the modelling are
given in Table 0[

3[1[ Modellin` of the ice sheet

The ice sheet is assumed to have a _nite length of 54 m and a constant thickness of 1 m[ In its
initial state\ the ice sheet is assumed to be isotropic in its constitutive responses[ The constitutive
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Table 0
Input data

Ice sheet Geometry t � 1[9 m^ L � 54 m
Intact ice E � 2499 MPa^ c � 0[4 MPa^ n � 9[24^ f � 29>^ sT � 9[4

MPa
Failed ice E � 2499 MPa^ cr � 2[4 Pa^ n � 9[24^ fr � 2>^ sTr � 9[4

Pa
Viscoplastic properties g � 0[9 E−1:sec^ N � 0

Ice fragment Fragmented ice sT � 9[4 Pa^ sc � 0[4 Pa^ f � 2>
Inter!fragment interaction kn� � 0[9E 09 Pa^ ci � 9^ ks� � 0[9E 09 Pa^ fi � 29>

Hydro!dynamic e}ects Buoyancy and drag cd � 0[9^ "ri:rw# � 9[81

Structure Structural properties E � 1[9E 4 MPa^ a � 9[21^ n � 9[24^ b � 9^ v � 0[5 Hz
Structural geometry h � 19[9 m^ h0 � 04[9 m^ b � 0[7 m

response options include\ "i# elastic behaviour in the intact state^ "ii# viscoplastic behaviour
predominantly in the compression range of the failure envelope which is characterized by the
MohrÐCoulomb failure criterion^ "iii# provision for fragment development in the tension and:or
compression modes^ and "iv# inter!fragment interaction responses which are characterized by an
elasticÐplastic response\ the limiting values of which are governed by the Coulomb friction model[
The values of the constitutive parameters are given in Table 0[

3[2[ Interaction between the homo`eneous ice sheet and ~exible structure

We employ the discrete element procedure to examine the plane strain problem of the interaction
of an ice sheet with the ~exible structure[ The basic objective of the analysis is to examine the
in~uence of viscoplasticity phenomena and size dependency of the strength on the mode of
fragmentation and on the development of the average contact stresses at the iceÐstructure interface[

Example 0]

This example deals with the problem of the plane strain dynamic interaction between the ~exible
cantilever structure and 1 m thick moving ice sheet with a prescribed far _eld velocity of 9[0 m:sec
"Fig[ 2#[ Both four!noded quadrilateral and three!noded triangular solid two!dimensional plane
elements are used to model the viscoplastic ice sheet[ The intact ice is assumed to have homogeneous
constitutive properties "i[e[ constant over the region of the ice sheet# at the start of the interaction
process[ In the constitutive modelling of the ice sheet\ elastic behaviour is assumed in the intact
state and the ice is assumed to experience fragmentation without viscoplastic ~ow in both the
tensile and compressive states[ It is assumed that after fragmentation\ the ice exhibits a size
dependent strength response as described previously[ The strength characteristics of ice fragments
can thus increase signi_cantly after development of fragmentation as smaller size fragments are
generated as a result of the interaction process[ Figure 3 shows the initial mesh con_guration in
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Fig[ 2[ Con_guration of the iceÐstructure interaction problem[

Fig[ 3[ Initial mesh con_guration[
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the vicinity of the iceÐstructure contact zone[ A gap of 9[1 m between the ice sheet and the structure
is assumed prior to the commencement of the computation process in order to simulate the impact
between the ice sheet and the ~exible structure[ To minimize the computational e}ort\ the 4 m
section of the leading edge of the ice sheet which comes into contact with the structure is represented
by discrete elements with elastic brittle fragmentation behaviour governed by the brittle frag!
mentation criteria[ The region of the ice sheet beyond the 4 m section is modelled by elastic
elements without provision for fragmentation[ Self weight\ buoyancy and drag forces on the ice
are also included in the _nal computational modelling[ Figure 4 illustrates the process of fragment
development and fragmentation of the ice sheet in the vicinity of the ~exible structure[ As can be
observed\ interaction between the ice sheet and the structure occurs 1 s after the commencement
of the movement[ Fragmentation of the ice sheet occurs in the vicinity of the ~exible structure
immediately upon interaction[ Further fragmentation of the ice sheet continues due to the iceÐ
structure interaction process[ Due to the imposed size dependent fragmentation stress\ the strength
characteristics of the smaller individual ice fragments are comparatively higher[ This minimizes
unrestricted development of smaller fragment sizes which can result in the termination of the
computational process\ primarily due to the restrictions on the computational capabilities[ Figure
4 also illustrates a process similar to {pile up| of ice fragments during the interaction process and
indicates the distribution of normal contact stresses at the iceÐstructure interface[ This result
indicates that the location of the local peak stress ~uctuates both in magnitude and location\ due
to the progressive development of fragmentation at the leading edge of the ice sheet[ Figure 5
illustrates the time history of the average contact stress at the iceÐstructure contact region^ an
initial peak average contact stress pulse of approximately 0[9 MPa is observed for this case[ The
maximum observed contact stress is achieved 8[4 s after the commencement of the interaction
process\ where the continuum nature of the ice sheet is maintained in the upper region of the ice
sheet[ Characteristic pressure peaks in the average contact stress are observed during the interaction
process "Fig[ 5# as a result of the interaction of ice fragments with the ~exible structure[ The time
history of the average stress also indicates an increasing trend with the accumulation of rubble in
the vicinity of the structure as fragments are moved by an intact advancing ice sheet[

Example 1]

The basic geometry of the ice sheet and the structure\ the element discretization and the speed of
approach of the ice sheet\ are identical to those used in Example 0[ In this example\ however\ the
constitutive behaviour of the ice sheet is changed to include elastic behaviour in the intact state\
brittle fragmentation only when one or both principal stresses are in the tension range and
viscoplastic failure when both principal stresses are in compression range[ Figure 6 illustrates the
pattern of fragment evolution during the dynamic contact between the ice sheet and the ~exible
structure[ They also illustrate the distribution of normal contact stresses at the iceÐstructure
interface[ Figure 7 illustrates the time history of the average contact stresses at the iceÐstructure
contact region^ an initial peak average contact stress of approximately 6[39 MPa is observed[ The
maximum observed contact stress is achieved 3[9 s after the commencement of the interaction
process[ Similar to Example 0\ the average contact stress history also indicates an increasing trend
with the accumulation of rubble in the vicinity of the structure[
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Fig[ 4[ Fragmentation of the ice sheet during the interaction process[
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Fig[ 6[ Fragmentation of the ice sheet during the interaction process[
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Fig[ 5[ Time!dependent variation of the average contact stress at the iceÐstructure interface[

4[ Concluding remarks

This paper presents the results of a two!dimensional computational modelling exercise in the
use of discrete elements for the study of an iceÐstructure interaction problem[ The two aspects that
have been investigated include\ the utilization of the same failure criteria for describing both the
initiation of viscoplastic ~ow in compression range and fragmentation in the tensile range and the
inclusion of size dependency in the strength characteristics of the fragments that are produced
during the interaction process[ The _rst modi_cation is incorporated to support the experimental
observations which suggest that the processes of brittle fragmentation would occur in regions
where the stress state is predominantly tensile and viscoplastic ~ow would occur in regions where
the state of stress is predominantly compressive[ The second modi_cation is incorporated to limit
the size of fragments developed during the interaction process which signi_cantly in~uences the
computational e.ciency and the stability of the solution process[ The size dependent strength
criteria\ particularly in relation to the tensile strength\ is a realistic observation which is borne out
by a variety of naturally occurring geomaterials[ Consequently\ the size dependency in the strength
characteristics is viewed as a novel development which not only assists the computational e.ciency
of the solution scheme but also accounts for a realistic representation of brittle geomaterials\ such
as ice[

The modi_ed discrete element code has been applied to examine the dynamic interaction between
an ice sheet of constant thickness moving at a uniform speed with a stationary ~exible structure[
The _rst problem deals with an interacting ice sheet where a leading region of the ice sheet posses
initial elastic characteristics and brittle fragmentation behaviour both in tension and compression[
The remaining length is modelled as a non!fragmentable elastic layer[ The fragmentation process
illustrates the capabilities of a discrete element approach with the modi_cations discussed\ to
realistically duplicate the fragmentation process\ limited only by a strength dependent fragment
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Fig[ 7[ Time!dependent variation of the average contact stress at the iceÐstructure interface[

size with a lowest edge length of 9[1 m[ The time!dependent evolution of average contact stress
exhibits the characteristic {load accumulationÐload shedding| feature observed during many iceÐ
structure interaction phenomena[ The periodicity of the process derived from this simulation is
non!regular[ This could be attributed to the highly irregular mesh con_guration used to model the
initial state of the ice sheet[ A further observation of this study is the trend towards an increase in
the average contact stress with penetration of the ice sheet\ which indicates a possible in~uence of
the ice rubble pile accumulation in the vicinity of the contact region[ The fragment accumulation
process shows evidence of the in~uence of gravity forces and buoyancy e}ects[

The second problem examined was similar in character except that only the leading ice sheet
was modelled by a fragmentable\ viscoplastic material[ Viscoplastic ~ow occurs when principal
stresses are both in the compressive mode and tensile fragmentation is assumed to occur only when
at least one of the principal stresses is in the tensile mode[ The time history of the average stresses
indicates that the peak average stresses are induced within a relatively short duration of the
interaction process[ Similar to the previous example\ the time!dependent evolution of average
contact stress exhibits the characteristic {load accumulationÐload shedding| feature observed during
interaction of ice sheets with o}shore structures[ Higher average contact stresses are\ however\
observed for this example as the ice sheet behaves as a region which can sustain stresses without
shedding such loads by a fragmentation process[
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